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ABSTRACT be viewed in probabilistic terms by noting that the initial state
A new algorithm for particle filter initialization for multi- distribution is assumed to be a uniform distribution between
sensor bearing only tracking is developed to enhance tracker the two known limits of the initial range. This uniform distri-
performance and stability. Multiple bearing observations are bution is sampled in a deterministic manner using a geometric
used by a least squares technique to form multiple initial po- sequence where each sample is used by a different EKF.
sition estimates; these estimates are in turn used to compute The idea used by the RPEKF initialization can be ex-
the statistics of the initial state distribution. Simulated data panded and generalized to a particle filter initialization strat-
is used to demonstrate the performance and efficiency of the egy. We construct a Gaussian initial state distribution that
algorithm by comparing the new initialization technique to a approximates the true initial state distribution. Next, the par-
filter initialized with the true initial state. ticle filter samples from this state distribution. This initial

Index Terms- Adaptive filters, Monte Carlo methods, sampling can be connected to the notion of multiple filters
Electronic countermeasures, Tracking filters each initialized with a different range by noting that each par-

ticle can be considered a simple filter that is initialized with a
different range that is randomly picked. Moreover, the deter-

1. INTRODUCTION ministic sampling of the RPEKF is expanded to a stochastic

sampling of the initial state distribution by the particle filter.
The initialization algorithm is tested using simulated tracks,be effectively tackled using Sequential Monte Carlo methods it is compared against an EKF algorithm which is initialized

such as the particle filter [3]. The particle filter is a nonlinear with the ground truth data. By observing the initial perfor-
estimation technique which obtains a discrete approximation

of he ptialiltrin desit. Hwevr, diectappicaion mance of both the EKF and the particle filter, it iS clear thatototprbleaticn the newly developed initialization technique method performsof the particle filter to bearing only tracking is well. Moreover, simulations indicate that the initialization
since incorrect filter initialization can cause divergent behav- ' .

average,
.... method, on average, performs equally well as initializing theior. The past work on this topic focuses on strategies for ini- filter with the true initial state which is the best possible ini-

tializing the extended Kalman filter (EKF) in modified polar tialization.
coordinates domain [1] or by using a bank of range parame-
terized extended Kalman filters (RPEKF) [2]. In this paper,
a new method for particle filter initialization is presented for
the case of multiple bearing only sensors. 2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The classical algorithms for bearing only tracking, the
EKF and RPEKF, operate by linearizing the nonlinear state
space and then applying the well known Kalman filter to this Consider a target moving in two dimensional space with posi-
linearized state space. The RPEKF algorithm deals with the tion coordinates (x, Yin) and velocity components (vt, vn),
initialization issue directly by assuming that the initial range assume that the target does not maneuver and follows a near
of the target is known to be between two limits [2]. Next, the constant velocity model [4]. Thus, one has state dynamics
algorithm uses a geometric sequence to pick ranges between equation
the two limits. Each EKF in the filter bank is initialized with a
different initial range from the sequence and the first available Xn = nXn-1 + nVn (1)
bearing measurement. The convergence of each EKF is then
examined after a few time iterations and diverging filters are Let the time difference between two successive measurements
removed from the filter bank. This initialization strategy can indexed by n and - 1 be denoted as AtA4 then the state and
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noise transition matrices are written, Sensor 2 Sensor 3

(xad Jom) (X30 jc,0)

I Atn 1 A3 ' A 11/

n - 010 ° i\ 'tn (X \ /I
At0 0

(t0 At2/2

0 Atn,
The state vector is writtenXn = (x,yn,vn,vn)Tan dVYn\\n
AV(0, Ev) is the state transition noise. Assume there are K
sensors, each one taking a noisy bearing measurement of the
target's position. These sensors are modeled using the stan-
dard bearing only measurement model x

/ ty~~~~~-y1 \ \ ~~~~~~Target
(arctan YnA'-Y \

(Y2\> 0 arctan +Y () Fig. 1. Typical geometry for three Sensors tracking a target

y K K arctan(" DK ,)discretize the filtering density p(Xn Yo:n)

Let the pair (XiS,n, Ys n) denote the cartesian position of the i- p(Xn Y0:n) Swnj(Xn - (3

th sensor at time n. The observation noise is a K-dimensional
Gaussian noise distribution, Wn - JVl(MW, Ew) Refer to where ddenotes the dirac delta function. The particles are
Figure 1 for a typical geometry of this problem. The final ob- obtained in a recursive manner, at each time instance n the
jective of tracking algorithms is to obtain the posteriori prob- particles of time instance n- 1 are used in sampling from an
ability density function of the state given all past and present importance function 7F(Xn Xn, Yo: n)
observations. We write this density function as p(Xn Yo:n)
where Yo:n denotes all observations from the initial time in- n7(XmXm,Yo:)for1<i<N
stance to time instance n. In order for a tracking algorithm to t p w c i.. . . . . ~~~~~the particle weighting coefficient W' iS obtained by the calcu-
operate, it must be first initialized using an initial estimate of lation
the target position. p(Xi)p(X|X>)

Wn2n wT(Xi X~xi
n O:m' O:nm

3. PARTICLE FILTERS AND INITIAL STATE In order to initialize the particle filter, most work in the litera-
DISTRIBUTION ture assumes a known initial state distribution pu(Xo). Given

this initial state distribution, the particle filter initializes its
A well known tracking algorithm that has shown good perfor- particles by sampling directly from this distribution and set-
mance in dealing with nonlinear systems is the particle filter ting all weights to be equal to each other. This initialization
[3]. This algorithm is a statistical recursive filter that obtains procedure can be written,
an estimate in a Bayesian sense by computing the a posteriori
probability density p(XnY0:n). It turns out that this den- Xi ,(XO) (4)
sity cannot be computed analytically except for special state 1/N. (5)
space models (such as the Kalman filter for the Gaussian-
linear model). Therefore, the particle filter resorts to a Monte Note that it is assumed that the initial distribution must be
Carlo sampling strategy that allows to obtain a discrete ap- known exactly; in many applications this is not a valid as-
proximation of the filtering probability density. The parti- sumption and the particle filter must be initialized from the
cle filter uses a set of N simulated states, or particles, X' first available measurement or other prior information. Good
and their corresponding weights wh for each time instance n filter initialization allows the filter to lock into the target's
where i indexes the particles. These particles, {wh, Xn}, , track and quickly convergence to its steady state performance.
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In contrast, low quality initialization can degrade filter perfor- for the standard least squares solution which minimizes the
mance for the first time iterations. More importantly, incor- squared error. Let the symbol r-i denote the range estimate at
rect filter initialization coupled with unavoidable minor mod- the coordinate system of the i-th sensor, then write the least
eling inaccuracies can cause filter divergence [1]. squares solution as,

4. NEW BEARING ONLY TRACKER [rl ,r2 (ITATA)l(9)
INITIALIZATION Transfering these estimates to the target's coordinate system,

The initialization scheme consists of several distinct steps. X 0c +x ?orsin0 + y1,S)T
First, we process the K available bearing measurements using ^ =2+ . rCssin 02 + y2)T (10)
a least squares strategy [5] that resolves the multiple bearing X2 = (r2 cos 02 + XO, 2 + (lo)
observations to obtain multiple position estimates. These es-
timates are in turn shifted to the target's coordinate system XK K(K c SK + 4, rJ( sin SK + YO,)T.
and used to estimate the statistics of the initial state distribu-
tion. The statistics estimation is performed straightforwardly Therefore, there are K estimates of the initial position of the
by computing the mean and variance of the initial state dis- initial target. Next, one can compute the sample mean and
tribution. Making the assumption that the initial state distri- variance of these estimates as follows,
bution is Gaussian, the mean and variance fully describe the 1 K
initial state behavior. Thus, one obtains a full description of I = (11)
an approximate Gaussian initial state distribution. MA K jZ xj

Following [5], write the initial range and bearing of the K
target as ri and Oi respectively, where the index i denotes that T
these range and bearing are taken by the i-th sensor. The fol- K= lZ ( xj -MI)( xjMI) .(12)
lowing trigonometric relations are true,

rj Oi XO -
xi Making the assumption that the initial state distribution ,u(Xo)

rj cos Oj = 0zo-s,0 is Gaussian, it is well known that the the sample mean (Eq.
Uri sin Oi = Yo - 11) and sample variance (Eq. 12) are maximum likelihood es-

timators of the mean and variance of the distribution 1i(Xo).
for all sensors 1 < i K K. By writing these relations for Therefore, one can approximate the initial state distribution
all sensors, one can eliminate the unknown initial coordinates by writing ,u(Xo) - JV(ML, E,,). Finally, an approximate
(10, Yo) and rewrite the trigonometric equations in matrix form of the initial state distribution's density function is ob-
form, tained. Although only two sensors are required for this proce-

A[ri r2 rK]T = B, (6) dure, it is clear the accuracy of the mean and variance estima-
where tions improve as more sensors are available since additional

position estimates can be computed. Given the approximate
COS 01 - COS 02 0 ... 0 initial state distribution, the particle filter is initialized by sam-
sin 01 - sin 02 0 ... 0 pling from the distribution ju(Xo),

0 COS 02 -Cos 03 ... 0
A 0 sin 02 sin03 ... 0 xo `(Mp,M)

Wi = II=/N.
o o 0 ... - cos OK J Note that it is straightforward to incorporate the prior knowl-
o o 0 -sin OK

(7) edge of the initial range used by the RPEKF initialization

and scheme into this particle filter initialization scheme. Denote

-1l,0+1 -_,2 the limits between which the initial range ro lies in as ro C
1s0 +-YS,o (rj2i2, rj2ax) where rmn and rnax are the lower and upper
_2o +-x3 limits respectively. Then one can modify the initial state dis-
B = |52o y+ Ys3 o | (8) tribution to use this information can using a truncated normalYS,o + s,0 (8) distribution. This distribution can be written,

-YK1+ -yKu(Xo otherwise

This ~ ~ ~ -y, isa vrdtrie arxeutinsneAi)o hr sa fororit scala .authtu(Xns ,u0mnto
This is an over-determined matrix equation since A is not a where c is an appropriate scalar value that turns ,u(Xo) into
square matrix, a single solution does not exist so one may opt a probability density. This truncated normal distribution can
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then be sampled from by the particle filter in a straightforward compared against an extended Kalman filter which is initial-
manner as in Equation (4). Also, if the prior information of ized with the initial ground truth state. In other words, the
the initial range is sufficiently accurate; one can modify the EKF's initialization is optimal while the particle filter uses
least squares procedure to a linearly constrained least squares the non-perfect initialization. It is clear from Figure 2 that
procedure. In such a case, the constraint can be written on average, the initialization of the particle filter produces the

same initial performance as that of the EKF initialized with
r7 [1, 1 - ,1] . Lri, r2 -'-rK] . ro [1, 1 - ,1] the true state. Therefore, we can conclude that on average,

the initialization method suggested above performs as well
in order to prevent any estimates from falling outside the al- as a tracker initialized with the true initial state of the target.
lowed values for the initial range. This result shows very satisfactory performance by the initial-

ization scheme that will prevent any tracker divergence due to
5. SIMULATIONS initialization errors.

We simulate a configuration of three stationary bearing only 6. CONCLUSION
sensors. We compare the initial performance of the EKF ini-
tialized with the ground truth and a particle filter initialized In this paper, a new initialization scheme is presented to ini-
using the new initialization scheme described above. The tialize a particle filter tracker using multiple bearing obser-
simulations are done by generating 50 Monte Carlo tracks vations. The tracking algorithm is a particle filter, this filter
with identical initial state and model parameters and perform- can approximate the true optimal filtering density for arbi-
ing the tracking on each one. The error metric used in these trary nonlinear and non-Gaussian state space systems. The
simulations is root mean square error (RMSE). The RMSE particle filter is initialized by the initial state distribution that
errors for each track are averaged to produce an overall initial is constructed using the available bearing observations. This
performance graph. Figure 2 shows the RMSE performance state distribution is obtained by assuming it to be normal and

calculating its mean and variance using multiple initial state
estimates. The initial state estimates are calculated by a least
squares procedure that resolves multiple bearings. Simula-

0.2 r rtions indicate that on average, this initialization method is as
good as initializing the filter with the true initial state. This

0.18 good initial performance allows the particle filter to quickly
stabilize and convergence to the track.
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